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HDKT @ social media
We are active on social media. Follow us on:
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@stichtinghdkt
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Foundation HDKT wants
Hundred-Thousand-Times-a-Ten-Dollar-Bill

Donate to WWW.HDKT.NL

Sarcomes are very aggressive malignant tumors. Since they are very rare, there is no money to fund research. Here HDKT takes the initiative. HDKT collaborates with the Radboud
Oncology Fund.

FUNDED RESEARCH
HDKT has already realized two studies. In December 2014 HDKT has been able to hand
over € 50,000-, for research to sarcomas at Radbound University Nijmegen Medical
Centre. The money is spent through the Radboud Oncology Fund on research to rare
bone sarcomas.

for education about & research into Sarcoma.

For all the money collected by HDKT, in cooperation with the Radboud Oncology Fund,
expenditures are sought that contribute to:

organize an action for HDKT and
report it to info@hdkt.nl

1. Support of research
research to drug discovery and treatment leads to greater chances of cure.
2. Increasing the level of knowledge
there needs to be more knowledge among doctors and specialists.
3. Information about sarcomes
it is essential that sarcomes are detected on time. A sarcoma is an aggressive 		
form of cancer that is usually only detected when they are well visible or if 		
they cause discomfort.
4. Establishment of a network of sarcome care
HDKT is socially engaged and from this involvement HDKT is committed to support
medical research into sarcoma. The aim is to donate one million euros to this goals.
All the donated ‘ten dollar bills’ will go to the charity, the costs incurred by HDKT are
covered by our partners. From donations no overhead is paid.

Become a donor
Help us monthly, quarterly or yearly in our fight against sarcoma.
Ask your bank for a periodical transfer to:
Account number: NL52 INGB 0006 6614 32
Account name: St Honderdduizendkeereentientje te Duiven

